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Abstract-Gene Selection aims to find a 
retains high accuracy to represent original genes. Rough Set Theory is adopted in this paper to discover the 
data dependencies and to reduce the number of genes contained in the dataset using t
requiring additional information about the genes. Selecting genes in unsupervised learning scenarios is a 
harder problem than supervised gene selection due to the absence of class labels that would guide the search 
for relevant genes.  PSO (Particle Swarm Optimization) is an evolutionary computation technique
finds global optimum solution in many applications. This paper studies the performance of Unsupervised 
PSO based Relative Reduct (US-
approaches by applying it for a set of gene expression datasets to find the harmful genes easily.  These two 
algorithms employs a population of particles existing within a multi
measure that combines the benefits of both PSO and rough sets for better data reduction. The effectiveness of 
the algorithms is measured by using various clustering accuracy indices.

Keywords- Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)
selection. 

Selecting a subset of genes out of thousands of genes in a micro array data set without any information loss is 
very important to classify highly expressed genes and highly suppressed genes. The existing methods tries to 
select either all attributes or one attribute at a time which takes much time and it is computationally costly to 
select a subset of genes when it increases in dimension. This paper discusses the performance of rough set based 
unsupervised feature selection algorithms which adopts Particle Swarm Optimization technique that spawns in all 
possible directions at the very first time itself instead of scanning the genes in the database again and again as it is 
being done in the conventional feature selection meth

Discriminant analysis is now being used in bioinformatics, such as distinguishing cancer tissues from normal 
tissues [2] or one cancer subtype vs. another [1]. Feature Selection (FS) [5] is defined as the problem of selecting 
more informative subset from a set of features based on some criterion. The genes removed should be noisy, 
redundant or of the least possible use. Genes selected should preserve the original meaning of the genes after 
reduction. A procedure which reduces the dimensionality using 
preserves the meaning of the genes is clearly desirable. Rough set can be used as a tool to discover data 
dependencies and to reduce the number of genes contained in a dataset using the data alone. Feature select
algorithms are classified as Filter approach and Wrapper approach. Filter based methods are efficient than 
wrapper based since it does not depend on any induction algorithm. Although wrappers produces good results, 
they are expensive to run, and will r
subset every time is a heuristic filter

By using these approaches for selecting genes, the benefits of standard PSO and Rough sets i
strict requirement of fitness function is relaxed, dependency among the attributes are introduced and are forced to 
select; thus a more flexible approach to predictive subset selection can be developed.

The rest of the paper is organized as
rough sets. Section 4 presents Unsupervised PSO based feature selection algorithms. Worked examples are 
presented in Section 5. Experimental results are presented and compared in secti
paper. 
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Gene Selection aims to find a subset of highly informative genes from a problem domain which 
retains high accuracy to represent original genes. Rough Set Theory is adopted in this paper to discover the 
data dependencies and to reduce the number of genes contained in the dataset using t
requiring additional information about the genes. Selecting genes in unsupervised learning scenarios is a 
harder problem than supervised gene selection due to the absence of class labels that would guide the search 

PSO (Particle Swarm Optimization) is an evolutionary computation technique
finds global optimum solution in many applications. This paper studies the performance of Unsupervised 
PSO based Relative Reduct (US-PSO-RR) and Unsupervised PSO based Quick Reduct 
approaches by applying it for a set of gene expression datasets to find the harmful genes easily.  These two 
algorithms employs a population of particles existing within a multi-dimensional space and dependency 

e benefits of both PSO and rough sets for better data reduction. The effectiveness of 
the algorithms is measured by using various clustering accuracy indices. 

Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), quick reduct, relative reduct, rough sets, 

I. INTRODUCTION  
Selecting a subset of genes out of thousands of genes in a micro array data set without any information loss is 

very important to classify highly expressed genes and highly suppressed genes. The existing methods tries to 
elect either all attributes or one attribute at a time which takes much time and it is computationally costly to 

select a subset of genes when it increases in dimension. This paper discusses the performance of rough set based 
algorithms which adopts Particle Swarm Optimization technique that spawns in all 

possible directions at the very first time itself instead of scanning the genes in the database again and again as it is 
being done in the conventional feature selection methods.  

Discriminant analysis is now being used in bioinformatics, such as distinguishing cancer tissues from normal 
tissues [2] or one cancer subtype vs. another [1]. Feature Selection (FS) [5] is defined as the problem of selecting 

from a set of features based on some criterion. The genes removed should be noisy, 
redundant or of the least possible use. Genes selected should preserve the original meaning of the genes after 
reduction. A procedure which reduces the dimensionality using the existing information in the dataset and 
preserves the meaning of the genes is clearly desirable. Rough set can be used as a tool to discover data 
dependencies and to reduce the number of genes contained in a dataset using the data alone. Feature select
algorithms are classified as Filter approach and Wrapper approach. Filter based methods are efficient than 
wrapper based since it does not depend on any induction algorithm. Although wrappers produces good results, 
they are expensive to run, and will reduct more number of features. PSO, guides search to the optimal minimal 

-based method and is attractive for gene selection. 

By using these approaches for selecting genes, the benefits of standard PSO and Rough sets i
strict requirement of fitness function is relaxed, dependency among the attributes are introduced and are forced to 
select; thus a more flexible approach to predictive subset selection can be developed. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 focuses on research background. Section 3 discusses 
rough sets. Section 4 presents Unsupervised PSO based feature selection algorithms. Worked examples are 
presented in Section 5. Experimental results are presented and compared in section 6. Section 7 concludes the 
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subset of highly informative genes from a problem domain which 
retains high accuracy to represent original genes. Rough Set Theory is adopted in this paper to discover the 
data dependencies and to reduce the number of genes contained in the dataset using the data alone without 
requiring additional information about the genes. Selecting genes in unsupervised learning scenarios is a 
harder problem than supervised gene selection due to the absence of class labels that would guide the search 

PSO (Particle Swarm Optimization) is an evolutionary computation technique, which 
finds global optimum solution in many applications. This paper studies the performance of Unsupervised 

k Reduct (US-PSO-QR) 
approaches by applying it for a set of gene expression datasets to find the harmful genes easily.  These two 

dimensional space and dependency 
e benefits of both PSO and rough sets for better data reduction. The effectiveness of 

 unsupervised gene 

Selecting a subset of genes out of thousands of genes in a micro array data set without any information loss is 
very important to classify highly expressed genes and highly suppressed genes. The existing methods tries to 
elect either all attributes or one attribute at a time which takes much time and it is computationally costly to 

select a subset of genes when it increases in dimension. This paper discusses the performance of rough set based 
algorithms which adopts Particle Swarm Optimization technique that spawns in all 

possible directions at the very first time itself instead of scanning the genes in the database again and again as it is 

Discriminant analysis is now being used in bioinformatics, such as distinguishing cancer tissues from normal 
tissues [2] or one cancer subtype vs. another [1]. Feature Selection (FS) [5] is defined as the problem of selecting 

from a set of features based on some criterion. The genes removed should be noisy, 
redundant or of the least possible use. Genes selected should preserve the original meaning of the genes after 

the existing information in the dataset and 
preserves the meaning of the genes is clearly desirable. Rough set can be used as a tool to discover data 
dependencies and to reduce the number of genes contained in a dataset using the data alone. Feature selection 
algorithms are classified as Filter approach and Wrapper approach. Filter based methods are efficient than 
wrapper based since it does not depend on any induction algorithm. Although wrappers produces good results, 

educt more number of features. PSO, guides search to the optimal minimal 

By using these approaches for selecting genes, the benefits of standard PSO and Rough sets is combined, the 
strict requirement of fitness function is relaxed, dependency among the attributes are introduced and are forced to 

follows. Section 2 focuses on research background. Section 3 discusses 
rough sets. Section 4 presents Unsupervised PSO based feature selection algorithms. Worked examples are 

on 6. Section 7 concludes the 
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II.  RESEARCH BACKGROUND 
Two different types of approach to unsupervised feature selection have been adopted: those which maximize 

clustering performance using an index function [3], [11], and those which consider features for selection on the 
basis of dependency or relevance. The Quick Reduct (QR) algorithm given in [8], [14], attempts to calculate a 
reduct without exhaustively generating all possible subsets. The Relative Reduct (RR) algorithm, applied for 
gene selection is based on the measure of backward elimination of genes where attributes are removed from the 
set of considered genes if the relative dependency equals one upon their removal. Genes are considered one at a 
time, starting with the first, evaluating their relative dependency. One of the existing unsupervised feature 
selection algorithms USRR [16] calculates the dependency measures for every attribute. A new USQR 
algorithm is proposed in [17], introduces a new positive region based unsupervised subset evaluation measure 
using RST. In this method evaluation of the degree of dependency value for a feature’s subset leads to each 
conditional attribute and evaluates mean of dependency values for all conditional attributes. In USQR and 
USRR methods, no decision attribute is required. If the relative dependency is equal to 1, even after removing a 
feature; then that feature can be removed. But it takes much iteration to converge which increases time and 
degrades the performance. With the help of these hybridized methods, high informative genes can be reducted in 
minimal iterations, and so it takes less time. Genes that are identical in many aspects are also considered as 
irrelevant and removed which results in information loss. Tolerance QuickReduct algorithm for supervised 
learning is proposed in [15]. This approach uses a threshold instead of checking the similarity to 1 exactly. The 
choice of threshold in this method permits attribute values to differ to a limited extent, allowing close values to 
be considered as identical. Unsupervised PSO based Quick Reduct (US-PSO-QR) is presented in [7] which 
starts by considering an empty set and then adds one feature at a time and checks the dependency between the 
features. It takes more number of iterations to converge and time as well.  Unsupervised PSO based Relative 
Reduct (US-PSO-RR) is presented in [6] which starts by taking all the attributes as one set at a time and 
dependency measure is checked. If the dependency is not equal to 1, that attribute can be removed. 

For dataset without decision class, both clustering or classification techniques are applied and the generated 
results such as clusters or classes are considered as decisions followed by feature selection methods.  
Unsupervised Feature Selection methods do not require any clustering or classification prior to gene selection. 

This paper presents a study of unsupervised feature selection algorithms which integrates the merits of PSO 
and Rough sets. 

III.  ROUGH SETS 
The rough set methodology was introduced by Pawlak [12] in the early 1980s as a mathematical tool to deal 

with uncertainty. It helps to discover data dependencies and to reduce the number of attributes, using the data 
alone. It requires no additional information [5], [10]. The basic concepts of the rough set theory and its 
philosophy are presented and illustrated with examples in the tutorial [18]. With the help of rough sets, 
irrelevant attributes can be removed with minimal information loss. 

A. Lower and Upper Approximations 

Let I = (U, A) be an information system. Where U is the universe with a non-empty set of finite objects, A is 
a non-empty finite set of condition attributes. ∀a	 ∈ A, There is a corresponding function f: U	 → 	V, where V, 
is the set of values of a. Let	X ⊆ U, the P-lower approximation PX and P-upper approximation PX of a set X can 
be defined as: 

															�	� = �	�	 ∈ �|���� ⊆ �	}			                      (1) 

														�	� = �	�	 ∈ �|���� ∩ �	 ≠ 	∅	}                (2) 

Let P, Q	 ⊆ A be an equivalence relations over U, and then the positive region can be defined as: 

															�"#$(%) = 	⋃ ��'∈(	|	)                      (3) 

B. Relative Dependency Measure and Fitness Value 

The unsupervised Relative Dependency measure for a particular particle is defined as follows: 

															*+	(,) =
|(	/		./0(+)|

|(/./0(+∪�2})	|
   ∀, ∉ 	4              (4) 
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Where R is the subset selected by the particle and the mean dependency of selected gene subset, on all the genes 
that are not selected by the particle is used as the fitness value of the particle Xi. 

														56789::(�;) = 				 *+	<<<<(=)	∀= ∉ 	4               (5) 

IV.  UNSUPERVISED PSO BASED FEATURE SELECTION ALGORITHMS  
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is an evolutionary computation technique [9]. The original idea was to 

graphically simulate the movement of bird flocking behavior. The authors of [13], introduced the concept of 
inertia weight into the particle swarm optimizer to produce the standard PSO algorithm. 

A. Encoding 

For applying US-PSO-QR and US-PSO-RR algorithms, each particle’s position is represented as binary bit 
strings of length N, where N is the total number of particles [13]. Each particle’s position is an attribute subset.  

For example, if a, b, c and d are attributes and if the selected random particle is (1, 0, 0, 1), then the attribute 
subset is (a, d).    

a b c d 
1 0 0 1 

B. Representation and Updation of Velocity and Positions 

Each particle’s velocity is represented as a positive integer varying between 1 and Vmax. It implies how many 
of the particle’s bit should be changed as that of the global best position.  

For selecting genes, PSO is initialized with a population of particles. Each particle is treated as a point in an                 
S-dimensional space. The ith particle is represented as Xi = (x1, x2, … , xis). The best position of any particle pbest 
of any particle Pi = (pi1, pi2, …, pis). The index of the global best particle is represented by gbest. The velocity of a 
particle is Vi = (vi1, vi2, … vis). The particles velocity and position are updated as follows: 

Each particle’s velocity is updated using: 

							>;? = @ ∗	B;? +	DE ∗ F,8G(	) ∗ (H;? −	�;?) + 	DJ ∗ 4,8G(	) ∗ KHL? −	�;?M   (6) 

where w is the inertia weight, c1 and c2 are acceleration constants. Based on velocity, Particle’s position is 
updated as follows: 

• If V ≤ xg, randomly change V bits of the particle, which are different from that of gbest. 
 

• If V > xg, change all the different bits to be the same as that of gbest and a further (V-xg) bits should be 
changed randomly. 
 

w can be calculated as follows 

		@ = 	@N2O −	
PQRST	PQUV

;WXYQRS
	679F             (7) 

Here wmax is the initial value of the weighting coefficient, wmin is the final value, itermax is the maximum 
number of iterations and iter is the current iteration. 

Procedure for selecting genes using the US-PSO-RR algorithm given in figure 1 is described as follows. This 
algorithm calculates a reduct set without generating all possible subset. It starts by selecting random values for 
each particle and velocity. A population of particles is constructed with random positions and velocities on S 
dimensions in the problem space. For each particle Xi, 1’s are taken as the selected genes and 0’s are considered 
as removed genes. The average dependency of selected genes on each non-selected gene is computed.  If the 
mean dependency is equal to 1, then the gene subset of the particle is considered as the reduct set. If the mean 
dependency is not equal to 1, the Pbest (highest relative dependency value) of each particle is retained and the 
best value of the entire population is retained as the global best value. Then the position and velocity are 
updated as defined above and the next population is generated and the fitness values are computed for each 
particle until fitness value of the selected gene subset becomes 1. 

Procedure for selecting genes using the US-PSO-QR algorithm given in Figure 2 is described as follows. 
This algorithm calculates a reduct set without generating all possible subset. It starts with an empty set and it 
adds one attribute at a time, in turn. A population of particles is constructed with random positions and 
velocities on S dimensions in the problem space. Fitness function for each particle which is represented as 1, is 
evaluated using the following equation. 
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   Algorithm :    US-PSO-RR ( C ) 

     Input         :    C, the Set of all conditional features 
     Output      :    Reduct R 
     Step 1: Initialize X with random position and Vi with random velocity 

                																∀:	XZ ← randomPosition	(); VZ 	← randomVelocity(); fit ← 0; globalbest ←  fit;  
  gbest ← X1 ; pbest(1) 	← XE 

     For i = 1 . . . S 
         pbest(i) = Xi; Fitness(i) =0 
  End For 

              Step 2: While Fitness != 1 // Stopping    Criterion 
       For i = 1, . . . ,S // for each particle 

         ∀:	�;;	Compute fitness of feature subset of �; 
              R ←  Feature subset of Xi (1’s of Xi) 
																										∀,	l	= 

																																										γm	(a) =
|	U	/		IND(R)|

|	U	/	IND(R ∪ �a})	|
 

 
																																									Fit = 	 γm	<<<<(y)	∀y ∉ 	R 

              If Fitness(i) >fit 
            Fitness(i) = fit 

                           pbest(i) = Xi 
             End 

 																									If	(Fit == 	1)  
              return R 

         End if      
    End For 

   Step 3: Compute best fitness 
       For i = 1, . . . , S 

        If (Fitness (i)  >  globalbest) 
                       			gbest	 ← 	XZ; 	globalbest	 ← Fitness(i); gbest	 ← 	XZ; 

                          End if 
                  End For 
       UpdateVelocity (); // Update Velocity Vi’s of Xi’s  
       UpdatePosition (); // Update position of Xi’s, Continue with the next iteration 

       End {while} 
    Output Reduct R 

 
Figure 1.  US-PSO-RR Algorithm 

 

									56789::(6) = 				 *s	∪�O}<<<<<<<<(=)	∀= ∈ t                  (8) 

        Where  *s	∪�O}(=) = 	
u$vwx	∪�S}(y)u

|(|
                    (9) 

       A gene with highest fitness value is taken and all possible combinations of the selected gene with the other 
genes are constructed. Fitness of the selected genes with different combinations is calculated. If the current 
particle’s fitness evaluation is better than the Pbest, then this particle becomes the current best and its position 
and fitness are stored. Then, the current particle’s fitness is compared with population’s overall previous best 
fitness. If the current value is better than gbest, then this is set to the current particle’s position, with the global 
best fitness updated. This position represents the best feature subset encountered so far, and is stored in R. The 
velocity and position of the particle is then updated. This process is carried out until the stopping criterion is 
met, usually a maximum number of iterations. The returned feature subset is a US-PSO-QR set. According to 
the algorithm, the mean dependency of each attribute subset is calculated and the best particle is chosen. 
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V. WORKED EXAMPLE 

A. Unsupervised PSO based Relative Reduct (US-PSO-RR) 

       To illustrate the operation of the US-PSO-QR and US-PSO-RR algorithms, it is applied to the example data 
set given in Table 1, which contains four conditional attributes. The population generated initially is given in 
Table 2. 

 
    Algorithm :   US-PSO-QR ( C ) 
    Input  :   C, the set of features  
    Output  :   Reductset R 

 
    Step 1: Initialize X with random position and Vi with random velocity 

                   														∀:	XZ 	← randomPosition	(); 	VZ 	← randomVelocity(); fit ← 0; globalbest ←  fit;  
                                gbest ← X1 

    Step 2: While Fitness		! = 	 γ{| (y)	∀y	 ∈ C // Stopping criterion 
                  For i = 1, . . . , S // for each particle 
  																								∀:	�;;  T ← { } 
                 Compute fitness of feature subset of �; 
            R ←  Feature subset of Xi (1’s of Xi) 
																																											∀� ∈ 	4; 	∀=	 ∈ 	t	 

																																											γ~	∪��}(y) = 	
uPOS~	∪��}(y)u

|U|
 

																																											Fitness(i) = 				 γ~	∪��}<<<<<<<<(y)	∀y ∈ C 

                       End For 
    Step 3: Compute best fitness 
                 For i = 1, . . . , S 
                        If (fitness(i) > globalbest) 

                  																											�best	 ← 	XZ; 	globalbest	 ← Fitness(i); pbest(i) ← bestPos(XZ); gbest	 ← 	XZ; 
                     If fitness(i) = 	*�<<<(=)	∀=	 ∈ t 
																																																									R	 ← getReduct(XZ) 
                    End if 

                       End if 
                                End For 
                                UpdateVelocity(); // Update Velocity Vi’s of Xi’s 

                  UpdatePosition(); // Update Position of Xi’s, Continue with the next iteration 
                                End {while}  
      Output Reduct R 

 
Figure 2. US-PSO-QR Algorithm 

 

Table 1. Example Dataset 
� ∈ � a b c d 

1 1 0 2 1 
2 1 0 2 0 
3 1 2 0 0 
4 1 2 2 1 
5 2 1 0 0 
6 2 1 1 0 
7 2 1 2 1 

 
Table 2. Population Generated 

Particles Position 

X1 1 0 0 1 

X2 0 1 0 1 

X3 1 1 0 0 

X4 0 1 1 0 
 
For Particle X1, 

Initial population generated is (1, 0, 0, 1), Feature subset selected is (a, d), Feature subset removed is (b, c). 
Hence R = {a, d}, Y = {b, c}; ∀a	∈ � 
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													γm	(b) = 	
|INDm	|

uINDm	∪��}u
= 	

�1,4}�2,3}�5,6}�7}
�1}�2}�3}�4}�5,6}�7}

= 	
4
6
	= 0.667		 

													γm	(c) = 	
|INDm	|

uINDm	∪��}u
= 		

�1,4}�2,3}�5,6}�7}
�1,4}�2}�3}�5}�6}�7}

= 	
4
6
= 0.667		 

													γm	<<<<(a)∀a	 ∈ Y = 	 (�.�����.���)
J

= 0.667     

 

Since relative dependency  *+	<<<<(,) 	≠ 1, �,, G} is not the selected feature subset. Proceeding in this way, after 
few iterations, Population like Xi = {0, 1, 1, 1} is generated and the dependency is calculated as follows 

 R= {b, c, d}, Y= {a} 

																*+	(,) = 	
|���+	|

u���+	∪�2}u
= 	
�1}�2}�3}�4}�5}�6}�7}
�1}�2}�3}�4}�5}�6}�7}

= 	
7
7
= 1 

              γm	<<<<(a)			∀a	 ∈ Y = 1   

Since, there is only one attribute in Y. 

B. Unsupervised PSO based Quick Reduct (US-PSO-QR) 

For Particle X1, initially it starts with T ← { }, then proceeds as follows 

																γ~	∪��}(a) = 	
u����	∪���}()u

| |
=	

|�E,J,¡,¢,£,�,�}|

|�E,J,¡,¢,£,�,�}|
=	 �

�
= 1  

															γ~	∪��}(b) = 	
uPOS~	∪��}(b)u

|U|
= 	

|�5,6,7}|
|�1,2,3,4,5,6,7}|

= 	
3
7
= 0.4286 

															γ~	∪��}(c) = 	
uPOS~	∪��}cu

|U|
= 	

|�1,4,7}|
|�1,2,3,4,5,6,7}|

= 	
3
7
= 0.4286 

																γ~	∪��}(d) = 	
uPOS~	∪��}(d)u

|U|
= 	
|�1,2,3,4,5,6,7}|
|�1,2,3,4,5,6,7}|

= 	
7
7
= 1 

																γ~	∪��}<<<<<<<<<(y); 	∀y ∈ C =
1 + 0.4286 + 0.4286 + 1

4
	= 	

2.8572
4

= 0.7143 

               γ~	∪���}<<<<<<<<<(y); 	∀y ∈ C = 0.9286 

              γ~	∪��}<<<<<<<<<(y); 	∀y ∈ C = 0.5714 

              ¦§	∪�¨©}<<<<<<<<<(ª);	∀ª ∈ « = ¬. ®¯°    

       It proceeds like this, using global optimization method. It explores in all possible directions. It randomly 
selects the local and global optimization and converges easily. Since, the dependency of attributes is not equal to 
1, next iteration is carried out. In the second iteration, randomly selected particles are b, c and d. It is denoted as                             
(0, 1, 1, 1). 

																*s	∪�±²?}, = 	
u�"#s	∪�±²?},u

|�|
= 	
|�1,2,3,4,5,6,7}|
|�1,2,3,4,5,6,7}|

= 	
7
7
= 1 

               *s	∪�±²?}³ = 	
u$vwx	∪�´µ¶}±u

|(|
=	 |�E,J,¡,¢,£,�,�}|

|�E,J,¡,¢,£,�,�}|
=	 �

�
= 1 

																*s	∪�±²?}D = 	
u�"#s	∪�±²?}Du

|�|
= 	
|�1,2,3,4,5,6,7}|
|�1,2,3,4,5,6,7}|

= 	
7
7
= 1 

                *s	∪�±²?}G = 	
u$vwx	∪�´µ¶}?u

|(|
=	 |�E,J,¡,¢,£,�,�}|

|�E,J,¡,¢,£,�,�}|
=	 �

�
= 1 
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																	γ~	∪��·�}<<<<<<<<<<(y); 	∀y ∈ C = 1 

The subset “b, c, d” produces the dependency 1.  

VI.  EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
In this section, the US-PSO-RR algorithm and US-PSO-QR algorithms are studied, compared and evaluated 

using clustering indices. 

A. Data Sets 

Two datasets namely Leukemia and Lung Cancer gene expression datasets which are available in the 
website http://datam.i2r.a-star.edu.sg/datasets/krbd/ [19] are taken for experimentation. The details of the dataset 
used are given in Table 3. 

Table 3. Details of Gene Expression Datasets 

Dataset Number of 
Genes 

Class Number of 
Samples 

Leukemia 7129 ALL / AML 34 (20 / 14) 
Lung Cancer 7129 Tumor / Normal 96 (86 / 10) 

 

The data presented in Table 4, presents the number of genes selected by the US-PSO-RR and US-PSO-QR 
algorithms. 

Table 4. Genes selected by US-PSO-RR and US-PSO-QR 
 

 

 

 

 

 

B. Comparison of US-PSO-RR and US-PSO-QR Methods 

Genes are selected by the feature selection algorithms and are clustered in to two clusters. The genes that 
causes tumor are grouped in one cluster whereas the harmless genes are grouped in the other cluster.  Dataset 
with class attribute is taken for our experiment to check the effectiveness of the feature selection algorithms. 
The feature selection algorithms discussed in this paper are applied without considering the class attribute. 
Clustering was performed on the reduced datasets which were obtained using the Unsupervised PSO based 
Relative Reduct (US-PSO-RR) and Unsupervised PSO based Quick Reduct (US-PSO-QR) methods. Results are 
presented in terms of clustering accuracy. To evaluate the performance of the feature selection algorithms we 
used Mean Absolute Error (MAE), Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) [4] and Xie-Beni validity which measures 
the compactness and separation of clusters [20]. Table 5 and 6 shows the Rough K Means clustering 
performance of features selected using US-PSO-RR and US-PSO-QR.  

Table 5. Rough K Means Clustering Performance Rate for the Features Selected using  
Unsupervised PSO based Relative Reduct (US-PSO-RR) 

Data Set Objects Rough K Means for US-PSO-RR   

RMSE MAE Xie-Beni 

Leukemia 7129 0.0296 0.0871 0.1254 

Lung 
Cancer 

7129 0.0241 0.0641 0.3171 

 
 

Table 6. Rough K Means Clustering Performance Rate for the Features Selected Using  
Unsupervised PSO based Quick Reduct (US-PSO-QR) 

Data Set  Objects 
Rough K Means for US-PSO-QR 

RMSE MAE Xie-Beni 

Leukemia 7129 0.0963 0.2172 0.6083 

Lung Cancer 7129 0.0227 0.0677 0.2152 

Index Data set Objects Attribute 
Size 

US-PSO-RR US-PSO-QR No. of Att. 
reducted in 

common No. of Att. 
Reducted 

 No. of Att. 
Reducted 

1 Leukemia 34 7129 3606 3558 2453 

2 Lung Cancer 96 7129 3621 3607 2762 
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Table 7 and 8 shows the K Means clustering performance of the features selected using US-PSO-RR and               
US-PSO-QR. 

 
Table 7. K Means Clustering Performance Rate for the Features Selected using  

Unsupervised PSO based Relative Reduct (US-PSO-RR) 

Data Set Objects 
K Means for US-PSO-RR   

RMSE MAE Xie-Beni 

Leukemia 7129 0.0883 0.0246 0.4013 

Lung Cancer 7129 0.0241 0.0641 0.2659 

 
Table 8. K Means Clustering Performance Rate for the Features Selected using  

Unsupervised PSO based Quick Reduct (US-PSO-QR) 

Data Set Objects 
K Means for US-PSO-QR   

RMSE MAE Xie-Beni 

Leukemia 7129 0.0364 0.1087 0.1076 

Lung Cancer 7129 0.0507 0.1020 0.2342 

 
Figure 3, 4 and 5 shows the comparative analysis of RMSE, MAE and Xie-Beni index of Rough K Means 

clustering for the genes selected by US-PSO-RR and US-PSO-QR. It is observed that Unsupervised PSO based 
Relative Reduct (US-PSO-RR) approach selects more suitable genes for further medical analysis than the 
Unsupervised PSO based Quick Reduct (US-PSO-QR) approach. 
 

 

Figure 3. Rough K Means Performance Rate using  
Root Mean Square Error 

 

 

Figure 4. Rough K Means Performance Rate using Mean Absolute Error 

 

 

Figure 5. Rough K Means Performance Rate using Xie-Beni Index 
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Figure 6, 7 and 8 shows the comparative analysis of RMSE, MAE and Xie-Beni index of K Means clustering for 
the genes selected by US-PSO-RR and US-PSO-QR. It is observed that K Means also produces more suitable 
genes selected by Unsupervised PSO based Relative Reduct (US-PSO-RR) for medical analysis than the genes 
selected by Unsupervised PSO based Quick Reduct (US-PSO-QR) approach. 

 

 
Figure 6. K Means Performance Rate using Root Mean Square Error 

 

 
Figure 7. K Means Performance Rate using Mean Absolute Error 

 

 
Figure 8. K Means Performance Rate using Xie-Beni Index 

 

VII.  CONCLUSION AND FUTURE ENHANCEMENT 
This section presents the results of the US-PSO-RR and US-PSO-QR algorithms. Comparison is made to 

suggest the more suitable genes for medical diagnosis. The results are presented in terms of reduct set, Rough    
K Means and K Means clustering performances. Experimental results for two gene expression data sets are 
presented. Unlike the other existing unsupervised feature selection methods, which starts either with an empty 
set or with a set of all features, US-PSO-RR and US-PSO-QR approaches selects random particles and explores 
in all possible directions thus converges in global optimization. These approaches are highly suitable for large 
datasets. The efficiency of the two feature selection approaches discussed in this paper is clearly exhibited. 
Although the US-PSO-RR approach selects more genes than the US-PSO-QR approach the clustering 
performance result shows US-PSO-RR approach is better than US-PSO-QR approach. The empirical results also 
reveal the importance of using US-PSO-RR for datasets which has no decision attributes. In future the same 
approach can be extended to medical image datasets for cancer diagnosis. 
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